Let It Be Me

Solo Guitar in Outline Format:

You have to add the missing melody notes to stitch this page together:
Also, the right hand broken-chord texture is needed to keep the whole thing flowing.

Key of E

I bless the day I found you. I want to stay around you.
If, for each bit of gladness, someone must taste of sadness,

Or use "open position" by the nut.

And so I beg you, let it be me.
I'll bear the sorrow. Let it be me.

Don't take this heaven from one. If you must cling to someone,
No matter what the price is, I'll make the sacrifices,

now and forever, through each tomorrow. Let it be me.
Bridge:

Each time we meet, love
To you I'm praying.

I find complete love.
Without your sweet love,
saying.

Please let you heart beat
what would life just be?

For me, just me.

1.

2.

So never leave me lonely.
Tell me you'll
Let me only. And that you'll always

let it be me.

Optional for measure 31:

let it be
LET IT BE ME

Solo Guitar

In outline format: You have to add the missing melody notes to stitch this page together; also the right hand broken-chord.

Texture is needed to keep the whole flow here.

Repeat now from the beginning of time and return back if you reach the bottom of the page.